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Abstract: The authors start from the idea that rural cultural heritage is 
the basis of our national educational heritage. Moral values and norms 
whose core is made up of good, truth, and respect, together with cultural 
models specific to the village (work, holidays, etc.), feelings for children, 
relatives, neighbours, villagers are basic elements of a “folk pedagogy”. 
The perennial moral focused on good sense, shame, measure, and 
respect, as well as the fear of the “village mouth”, of the parents’ and 
priest’s reprimand, is less and less present in the rural area as well. This 
is why we believe that the role of school, parents, church, and of other 
village institutions should become an integrating part of the village folk 
pedagogy, and introducing ethics together with religion, in the first 
school years, could contribute to a healthy, harmonious education. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The system of national educational heritage is based on the rural 
moral and educational heritage, the essence of folk culture developed from 
times immemorial [Satul românesc…, 1996]. It contains moral values and 
norms, cultural models specific to the village during work and holidays, 
feelings towards the children, pairs, and country, towards events and, last 
but not least, the folk pedagogy of the village family focused on values such 
as good, beautiful, truth, self-respect and respect. 

Selecting from the hundreds of meanings of the culture the one 
concerning a life style, a specific way of living and working, of thinking and 
feeling, they need to be protected from time aggressiveness (violence 
accompanied most of the time by pornography, obscenity, and instinct 
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overuse). Television plays a negative role in this respect since it popularises 
low quality programmes (culturally, morally, and aesthetically) with 
negative effects on children and youth. 

 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The huge development of modern technology (phone, fax, Internet, 

computer games, satellite TV, etc.) leads to a diminution of the time passed 
with other people, to difficulties of communication, to pseudo-
communication, and, finally, to isolation and alienation. The “technological 
ideal” of such a society has ruined all previous culture through the so-called 
technical “acculturation”. The result can be a “something” paradoxical, 
damaging, and ruined by serious conflicts: unemployment, inflation, 
population aging, negative birth rate, crimes, paedophilia, prostitution, drug 
use, debts, nationalism, chauvinism, beggars, homeless people, etc., the 
result being a true “historical and cultural kitsch” and a true crisis of 
originality. 

Margaret Mead notices that in less culturally developed countries 
there is no lack of originality among youth. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUTIONS 

In our present society, the fear of turning obsolete, of looking “old” 
generates a permanent rush for modernity. The lack of means to develop a 
valuable “real modern” as a novelty, as a progress makes it look rather like 
an old coat decorated with cheap, glittering accessories meant to capture 
your sight and to make the old look new.  

The label “new” becomes a symbol of superiority, of grandeur; 
therefore, it is not surprising that it is youth that search to be acknowledged 
socially, to find their own identity, to adhere to any form of modernity. But 
this generates the tendency to mimicry what you are not in reality and to 
promote what you do not understand or master. From simulating modernity 
they got to develop a blurry modernity (in art, clothing, behaviour, and 
conceptions).  

Socially there are numerous manifestations of deformation of the 
concept, the modern being associated with behaviours that capture one’s 
attention, have a bad impact, shock, and scandalise. The range of these 
behaviours is wide: disrespect of conveniences, lack of politeness, moral 
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libertinage (pornographic literature and movies, erotic hotlines, sex-clubs, 
sex-shops, etc.), language (vulgar, full of bad taste innovations – “cool2”, 
“hot”, etc.), exhibitionism of all kind (clothing, tattoos, piercing, behaviour), 
the appearance of gang elitism (city side gangs, the Nikita phenomenon – 
the blond girls from Bucharest who beats everybody, terrorising the city and 
keeping away all adversaries), music and dance, aggressiveness and 
violence (resulting from anxiety and impotence), delinquency, drugs, rape, 
paedophilia, prostitution, etc.).  

Adhering to false modernity seems to have become a necessity: the 
necessity of being accepted (by a certain group of people) or purely and 
simply to survive. Truly “modern” means not something that passes away, 
but something susceptible of becoming classical, authentic, and intrinsic, in 
opposition with “modernist”, identified with what is artificial, conventional, 
fake, with no authentic value, and expressing only the need for social 
functionality. Though novelty plays an important role in the process of 
modernisation, everything new is not necessarily modern. To be modern, the 
novelty needs to have a true value, to integrate in the system of values of a 
given society, to enrich the ideal of the society. 

The attraction of modernism, adhering to modernism no matter the 
price can easily lead to a loss of originality, with unwanted effects. Many 
times originality is taken for the effects of a certain behaviour which is not a 
way of being but rather extravagance, wish to shock, lack of shame and 
good sense, and even impertinence. 

In a world lacking good manners, evil is promoted to ideal, and the 
ideal is degraded to hobby. Let us think of the impact and echoes of the “B 
& B” (Beavis and Butthead) style – characters of an animated cartoon, 
teenagers that believe in nothing and nobody but hard rock, semi-illiterate, 
irresponsible, inevitably attracted to anything that is negative, “cool” by 
definition, using a vulgar and violent language (too quickly adopted by our 
teenagers) that have quickly become models (even “pseudo ideals”); very 
few realised that, through their absolute negativity, through their 
experiences, they could also be true appeals to lucidity, rationality, and 
delimitation. 

Or, from times immemorial, peasants come with a moral focused on 
good sense, shame, measure, respect, etc. Rural children used to respect 
their parents and older people, used to address them with polite formulas. If 
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they made irrational gestures, they were reprimanded by their parents, by 
the villagers’ opinion, by the priest, etc. 

Unfortunately, these elements of peasant folk pedagogy are 
gradually abandoned in favour of a “modern” behaviour often indecent and 
in which good sense, shame and respect are absent. 

The present image of the village no longer looks like the traditional 
one, and it is here that school, parents, church, intellectuals, and house of 
culture should intervene to recover a moral, healthy life in the rural 
community. 

Introducing ethics together with religion in class could contribute to 
healthy, harmonised education of the youth. 

Protecting the cultural heritage should also contain a fundamental 
component – customs, traditions, folk songs and dances, costumes and 
speech, folklore. Education in the spirit of appreciation of local culture, of 
love and respect for the forerunners, for the material civilisation of the 
family and village should become part of the process of socialisation 
achieved at school and at home. 

To be efficient and with real chances of success, the process of 
education should start with the parents and teachers. Parents are the first 
educators and, according to the principle of “early learning” (what we 
commonly call the 6-7 years of education at home) the bases of personality 
are set during the first years of life in the family. Specialists in the sciences 
of education show that a normal child achieves about 10% of the individual 
intellectual potential until the age of three, 40% between the age of three 
and six to seven years of age, 30% between six to seven and nine to ten 
years of age, the rest being completed during teenage: hence, the very 
important role of the family as a true informal school [Ungureanu, D., 
2000].  

The six to seven years “from home” are very important and school 
cannot do miracles since half of the intellectual potential of a child has 
already been structured and determined from a functional point of view. 
This is why we can say that respect for the village’s culture, for costumes 
and folk dance starts, in the rural area too, with parents; the first step in 
cultivating the respect for one’s national culture is to respect the local 
village’s culture.  

One cannot reach national culture through the mass media but 
through systematic effort, individual study, reading, and hard work of 
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education in the family, at school, at church, and in cultural institutions. The 
glittering of our national culture is largely based on the authentic and 
priceless beauty of rural culture. 

By preserving and developing the rural moral and educational 
heritage we protect our own identity, love for the beautiful, kindness, 
hospitality, kind-heartedness, tolerance, moral values forged in time through 
hard work, suffering and patience. 

During the transition period, there is also degradation of the 
language through the use of street language, too simple and embarrassing, 
ugly. Sociological and anthropological literature speaks of the language as 
of the “glory crowning the humans”: hence the duty of the educators to 
develop the cult for the beauty of the Romanian language. This is specific 
particularly to the urban area, but to stop its steadily spreading to the rural 
area authorities should organise more intense activities with literary 
character, clubs, contests, competitions, literature groups, etc. 

Another important aspect of rural culture is the culture of peasant’s 
work and the cult of work. This refers to the totality of knowledge and skills 
concerning work in agriculture and in one’s own farmstead, the attitude and 
feeling towards the land, tools, and animals he treats with love equalled only 
by his love for his children, the care and administrative spirit with which he 
manages his goods, the spirit of economics he ahs in his work and exchange 
relationships. 

The cult of work, the pleasure of working the land, of increasing its 
fruits is specific to those who have preserved their peasant spirit and way of 
living, to those who work from morning till night no matter if it rains, it is 
freezing or it is hot, for land and animals cannot wait. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

Free market economics should valorise these traits, amplifying their 
opportunities and social, economic, and cultural effects and facilitating 
social and professional mobility. 

Rural communities should also participate in the processes of 
European integration. These processes will be possible if rural communities 
valorise the nature and its human potentialities through increased protection, 
if they promote the diversification of rural activities multiplying life 
alternatives, using completely and fully the human rural potential they can 
rely on – youth, adults – if they promote advanced technique and cultural 
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development, if they practice permanent education as a fundamental 
concern to attract all socio-professional categories in achieving the 
objectives and the requirements of their own community. 

Modernising the rural, developing it in an integrated way with the 
urban can be doe only through complex, coherent strategies at governmental 
level to mobilise the peasants as main actors and beneficiaries of these 
measures. 

Penetration of science, technique and culture in the rural area is a 
sign of modernisation.  

Their promotion is a fundamental requirement of the progress of the 
rural together with the urban. 
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